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THREE GOALS FOR THE YEAR?
Complete my move to Australia, learn more about RDA, and make more connections between the Australian and U.S. law library communities.

WHAT’S YOUR GREATEST ACHIEVEMENT AND HOW HAS IT SHAPED YOU?
Getting my PhD made me learn so much about libraries from another perspective. It taught me how to step back from the library profession and look through the angle of research and assessment.

FAVORITE TRAVEL DESTINATION?
Japan! I try to go every few years, each time visiting a new region.

A SKILL YOU’D LIKE TO LEARN?
Languages! I already study Japanese and French, but would like to add a Scandinavian one too at some point.

ADVICE TO YOUR 20-YEAR-OLD SELF?
In my twenties, I was still focused on school and earning various degrees. I would now tell myself to focus less on coursework and look for more opportunities that are only offered to students. There is so much out there for students and taking advantage of as much as possible can be so enriching.